Loving Leaves Handmade Large Grecian
Biodegradable Cremation Urn (PM17296)

$99.25
$145.09
You save: $45.84

Product Dimensions
Volume

260
cubic inches
This urn is designed for a loved one with a healhy weight
of 260 pounds or less before cremation.
Size: 11-1/4"H x 7-3/5"Dia

Buy more. Save more.
1 item

4 + items

6 + items

Reg Price

Save 15%

Save 25%

$99.25

$84.36

$74.44

Product Information
This Loving Leaves biodegradable grecian cremation urn is made of handmade biodegradable material.
These urns are suitable for ground burial or displaying in your home. Biodegradable bag not included.
Due to the nature of this handmade product, color and pattern may slightly vary.
Biodegradable Eternal Embrace
Turn pictures, art, and words into a beautiful Biodegradable Eternal Embrace Wood Heart Urn Pendant. Pictures and
words are permanently engraved on to the pendant. This pendant is perfect for hanging on biodegradable urns that are
not engravable. These pendants are made from eco-friendly materials which break down naturally when buried. They are
durable, with no "shelf life" and will NOT begin to biodegrade until they are buried in the ground. Each pendant comes
with a 36" natural jute cording. Jute is a soft shiny natural fiber that is made primarily of plant materials. This
biodegradable urn pendant is not fillable, and only suitable for use on an urn. Urn shown in photo is sold
separately.

Depending on the provided image, lighting and contrast, the final product will vary. Our jeweler makes the best effort
possible to make each pendant the highest quality possible. After you place your order we will send you an e-mail
on where to send the photo.
Optional Personalization
An optional personalization can be done in a script or block font. Personalization can be up to 3 lines with a total of 25
characters per line. Optional artwork may also be chosen (see choices above). Personalization will be done on the back of
the pendant.

The urn meets the standards of the Transportation Security Administration and can
pass through gate-side security and be carried onboard an airplane.

Biodegradable Ground Burial
These biodegradable urns are fabricated by hand from recycled and eco-friendly biodegradable
material which breaks down naturally when buried. They are durable, with no "shelf life" and will NOT
begin to biodegrade until they are buried in the ground.
The Environment
Earthurns are manufactured with the environment in mind. The tree bark used to make the urn is
harvested from the mulberry tree in such a way that the tree continues to grow, undamaged. This
sustainable process is centuries old and ensures the preservation of ancient forests.
Once the bark of the tree is harvested, it is soaked until soft and then laid out on to bamboo screens
where floral materials are inlaid by hand. The screens are then placed in the sun to dry. The resulting
material is used to make beautiful and environmentally-friendly urns.

Product Options
Eternal Embrace Heart*

No Pendant

Engraving on Heart Pendant
+$31.70

Photo Engraving on Heart Pendant
+$47.59
Heart Font Style*

Block Font

Heart Line 1

You can add: 25 characters

Heart Line 2

You can add: 25 characters

Heart Line 3

You can add: 25 characters

Heart Artwork*

No Artwork

Basic Heart +$4.69

Single Paw Print +$4.69

Ornate Cross +$4.69

Traditional Cross +$4.69

Bounding Deer +$4.69

Christian Fish +$4.69

Infinity +$4.69

Footprints +$4.69

Simple Butterfly +$4.69

No Pendant

Engraving on Rectangular Pendant
+$31.70

Eternal Embrace Rectangle*

Script Font

Photo Engraving on Rectangular
Pendant +$47.59
Rectangle Font Style*

Block Font

Script Font

Rectangle Line 1

You can add: 20 characters

Rectangle Line 2

You can add: 20 characters

Rectangle Line 3

You can add: 20 characters

Rectangle Artwork*

No Artwork

Basic Heart +$4.69

Single Paw Print +$4.69

Ornate Cross +$4.69

Traditional Cross +$4.69

Bounding Deer +$4.69

Christian Fish +$4.69

Infinity +$4.69

Footprints +$4.69

Simple Butterfly +$4.69

Upload Photo

Allowed file extensions to upload: .JPG, .PNG, .GIF
File should not exceed: 5MB.
Upload your photo directly through our website with the 'Select Photo to
Upload' button shown above. For the best final product please provide us
with an image that has good lighting and clear detail.
If you have a file that is not a JPG, GIF or PNG please select the 'E-mail
Photo' option.
You can add Photo Cropping Notes: 100 characters

E-mail Photo

To e-mail a photo please send an e-mail to support@perfectmemorials.com
after your order is complete. Please be sure to include your order
number in the subject of your e-mail.
When sending a photo please do your best to send a high resolution photo.
If you have any cropping preferences please be sure to specify (for example
- please crop photo to the face of the woman).

Mail Photo

You can send a photograph to us via postal mail. Please be sure to include
your order number when sending the photo. When sending a photo please
do your best to send a high resolution photo. If you have any cropping
preferences please be sure to specify (for example - please crop photo to the
face of the woman).
Any photos mailed to Perfect Memorials will be returned. Please note we
cannot be responsible for lost or damaged photos. We encourage mailing a
copy of the photo when possible.
Perfect Memorials - Photos
9835 W. 69th Street
Eden Prairie, MN 55344

http://ca.perfectmemorials.com/loving-leaves-handmade-large-grecian-biodegradable-cremation-urn.html

